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Abstract—Multi-View Modelling Integration Frameworks
(MVMIFs) may help mitigate complexity associated with the
development of CPS, but may also have implications on safety.
Safety-related standards do not provide guidance to mitigate this
problem. We therefore suggest that MVMIFs are extended with
a confidence view to support the creation of an assurance case
that covers issues related to risks in the support environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The complexity of the relationships between stakeholders,
processes, models and tools during the development of Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPS) is growing. The resulting ad hoc in-
tegration of models and tools threatens to impact development
efficiency [1]. Multi-View Modelling Integration Frameworks
(MVMIFs) may help to deal with these complex dependencies
by handling multiple aspects of CPS, including safety, in a
structured and coordinated fashion. Tools and tool integration
do, however, have safety-related implications, a concern that
several high-profile safety and safety-related standards for
CPS development try to address (see e.g. ISO 26262 [2]).
Unfortunately, no consistent approach exists that go beyond
separate tools, i.e. that deal with tool chains and frameworks
that provide integration between tools [3].

II. MULTI-VIEW MODELLING INTEGRATION
FRAMEWORKS

Supporting engineering through the use of tools has received
much attention, since the number of interactions during CPS
development is growing. Large research projects (have) fo-
cus(ed) on this with regard to e.g. requirements engineering
[4], embedded systems [5] and systems of systems [6].

One of the approaches that has been put forward is that
of Multi-View Modelling (MVM). In this approach multiple
views are used to develop a product. Views are representations
of a whole system from the perspective of a related set of
concerns. These views deal with the complexity of modern
development by “filtering” what different stakeholders see and
structuring how they interact. The term MVM applies when
models are developed based on several perspectives, typically
using different modelling languages. Various discussed aspects
of MVM include (a) proposals for specific formalisms and
views that aid in integration of tools for MVM, such as
dependency models [7]; (b) Proposals for technology that aid
in the integration of tools for MVM, such as model-based tool

integration [8]; and (c) processes and multi-view frameworks,
such as architectural frameworks that define different view-
points that together provide a description of a system [9].

Unfortunately, the relationships between the models are,
despite the attention garnered by the MVM approach, often not
systematically and cost-efficiently formalized. Disconnected
tools lead to manual, inefficient, error-prone transfers of data;
duplicated information lead to change management issues;
improper alignment of concepts and assumptions lead to
misunderstandings among stakeholders.

MVMIFs, essentially middlewares for defining, managing
and automating part of the interactions between views, provide
a way to overcome these problems. Hopefully MVMIFs can
pave the way for benefiting from the MVM approach.

III. THE PROBLEM

MVMIFs are not the only reason for increasing the automa-
tion between tools during CPS development. More advanced
tool integration is needed to relate different simulations [10],
for collaborating across organizational boundaries / engineer-
ing disciplines (see [11], [12]), and so on. However, while
most issues can be (inefficiently) supported through a slow
migration using ad hoc tool integration, the introduction of a
MVMIF will have a direct impact on engineering practices.
This impact is tied to a significant increase in tool integration,
especially with regard to low levels of acquisition automation
and analysis automation1. If there are safety-related implica-
tions of such an increase in tool usage the net result might
actually be negative [14].

Several high-profile safety / safety-related standards for
CPS development already highlight that tool usage can have
safety-related implications. Two primary perspectives can be
identified. The first perspective establishes that trust in a
tool used during safety-critical development is ensured by its
development process constraints (see e.g. DO-178C [15]). Tool
integration merely provides a tool context, important in so far
as how to prepare the tool qualification for different tools.
The second perspective stipulates that trust in tools is estab-
lished through generic measures, such as securing thorough
specifications (see e.g. IEC 61508:2010 [16]). The focus is

1In other words, automation related to the sensing / registration of input
data and automation of working memory / inferential processes [13].



on the reliability of a specific set of tools. Tool integration is
mostly important with regard to how it supports the quality of
tool input. These two approaches do not preclude a top-down
approach on tools and tool integration (high level guidelines in
DO-178C and IEC 61508:2010 underline considerations such
as consistency and complementarity of tools throughout the
development life-cycle). However, neither approach provides
any guidance on how to ensure trust throughout a whole
tool chain. These perspective can be summarized as viewing
automation as a “team member” (see [17] for a discussion
of this type of perspective). In short, according to these
standards automation can and should be evaluated based on
its reliable execution of separate process steps independent of
human operators. Automation that only supports the actions
and decision-making of operators is relatively inconsequential,
as long as the rest of the standards are adhered to successfully.

These bottom-up perspectives are therefore probably in-
sufficient for dealing with all safety-related implications of
introducing MVMIFs.

IV. A WAY FORWARD

For safety-related CPS, it is common practice to develop an
assurance case (safety case) to demonstrate through the provi-
sion of argument and evidence that the CPS is sufficiently safe
to operate [18]. Whilst the core of any assurance case must
be the technical risk argument (emphasizing product faults
and failures) [19], inadequate attention has been given to how
the assurance of the support environment relates to faults and
failures in the product. A thorough handling of risks related to
tools and tool integration during development would require
the consideration of a more complete set of risks related to data
integrity, locating/communicating complex data, traceability,
differing understanding of data semantics/graphical notations,
process notification/control, obsoleteness of data, automation,
etc. (studied previously [20], but only recently given fur-
ther attention [21], [22]). Our suggestion is to provide this
through a confidence view of the CPS support environment to
MVMIFs. This confidence view would facilitate the analysis
of dependencies and failures in the support environment; the
required confidence in the support environment could then be
demonstrated through the an additional part of the assurance
case, genereted from this confidence view.

Furthermore, assurance case patterns are an established
technique for the documentation and reuse of argument struc-
tures [23]. Through developing assurance case patterns based
on the dependencies between tools in this confidence view, al-
though some per-project qualification will still be required, re-
assurance of tools across multiple tool chains should become
easier. This approach would also maximise the utilisation of
existing per-tool assurance information.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper states that the safety-related implications of
MVMIFs may be mitigated by the creation of an additional
confidence view of the support environment. We plan to both
investigate the changes implied by MVMIFs with regard to

safety standards and prototype a confidence view based on
these investigations.
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